ROSSETO® DISPENSERS SOLUTIONS

CLEAN DESIGN
Keeps food and customers safe
Easy to install and dismantle
Saves time and money

FIFO REPLENISHMENT
Fresher and better tasting

VISUAL STYLE
More inviting stations
NSF models available
Health inspections made easier

assembly in 5 easy steps
EXACT PORTIONS—SAVES MONEY!

Precise portioning dispenses efficiently while smart design makes cleaning quick & easy. The SCOOP-IT™ and EZ-SERV® patented soft silicone paddle wheel reduces food damage while a sizeable catch tray keeps the dispensing area clean.

Our portion control wheels gently dispense dry food using soft flexible wings that minimize food damage and serve exact portions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Portion Size</th>
<th>Wheel Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 oz</td>
<td>6 wing wheel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 tbsp</td>
<td>4 wing wheel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1, 2, 3 &amp; 4.5 tsp</td>
<td>ball wheel</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

sprinkles   nuts
chocolate cereal   coffee beans
oregano   tea
mixed seasoning   chili pepper
corn flakes   dry fruit
chocolate chips   colorfull candies
ICE CREAM TOPPING

Enhance Guest Experience With Options

CLEAN DESIGN
- Keeps food and customers safe
- Easy to install and dismantle
- Saves time and money

FIFO REPLENISHMENT
- Fresher and better tasting

VISUAL STYLE
- More inviting stations
- NSF models available
- Health inspections made easier
EXACT PORTIONS—SAVES MONEY!
Precise portioning dispenses efficiently while smart design makes cleaning quick & easy. The SCOOP-IT™ and EZ-SERV® patented soft silicone paddle wheel reduces food damage while a sizeable catch tray keeps the dispensing area clean.

Our portion control wheels gently dispense dry food using soft flexible wings that minimize food damage and serve exact portions.

ICE CREAM TOPPING SOLUTIONS

MORE TOPPINGS FOR MORE GUESTS

PRECISE PORTION CONTROL

CONTROL FOOD COST

DISPLAYS WITH STYLE FOR INTERACTIVE EXPERIENCE

CONVENIENT AND HYGIENIC

UNLIMITED EASY WAYS TO MERCHANDISE AND STORE

Safer and easier to keep clean
SOLUTIONS

BRING FARM FRESH OPTIONS TO GUESTS

SAFER WAY TO SERVE SALAD TOPPINGS

REDUCES CRUMBLING AND FOOD WASTE

INVITING DISPLAY KEEPS AREA CLEAN AND ORGANIZED

SALAD BAR AND SNACKS SOLUTIONS

Bars
Salad Bar
Supermarkets / Bulk
Restaurant chains
Dining Services
FRESH HEALTHY CEREALS

Serve Any Amount You Want
FRESH
HEALTHY CEREALS
SOLUTIONS

SEALED FIFO SERVICE KEEPS FOOD FRESH

PORTION CONTROL FOR HEALTHY CHOICE

INSTALLS IN A FEW STEPS FOR EASY MAINTENANCE

BULK VS. BOXED IS THE GREEN CHOICE

REDUCES CRUMBLING AND FOOD WASTE

Inviting display keeps area clean and organized
TEAS & COFFEE BLENDS

Gourmet Flavors/Blends Tastings And Pairings
UNLIMITED WAYS TO MERCHANDISE AND DESIGN

TEAS & COFFEE BLENDS

SOLUTIONS

CLEAR CONTAINERS FOR EYE-CATCHING DISPLAY

CONVENIENT AND HYGIENIC

KEEPS TEAS FRESHER LONGER
CANDY

Interactive Wall
SOLUTIONS

REDUCES EXPENSIVE FOOD WASTE

CONTROLS PORTIONS FOR HEALTHIER EATING

DISPLAYS WITH STYLE FOR BETTER EXPERIENCE

CONVENIENT AND HYGIENIC

UNLIMITED WAYS TO MERCHANDISE AND DESIGN

Visual display attracts guests
INTRODUCING

Ez-Serv® MULTI SYSTEM Dispensers
GO BULK

1. EZ-SERV® Dispenser System Triple Table-Top Bamboo Stand 3.5-Gallon 17.7” X 17.7” X 25.4” H Item # DS102

2. EZ-SERV® Dispenser System Single Table-Top Plastic Stand 3.5-Gallon 9.2” X 13.6” X24.8” H Item # DS100

3. EZ-SERV® Dispenser System Single Shelf-Mount Kit 3.5-Gallon 5.1” X 16.5” X 17.5” H Item # DS101

- EZ to clean
- Rotating portion knob
- False Front Chamber - Always looks full
- Solid Metal Handle
- EZ to operate 3.5 gallon container
- EZ grip funnel
- Removable tray
- Portion control
- Removable label holder
- Fits any Gondola shelving system
- Extra branding option
- Shelf mount
- EZ-SERV® Dispenser System Triple Table-Top Bamboo Stand 3.5-Gallon
- EZ-SERV® Dispenser System Single Table-Top Plastic Stand 3.5-Gallon
- EZ-SERV® Dispenser System Single Shelf-Mount Kit 3.5-Gallon

GO BULK
EZ-SERV® 6-Container Carousel Table-Top
1.3-Gallon, 20.9” X 20.9” X 27.5” H
Item # EZ563

- Removable label holder
- EZ to clean
- Metal made in the USA
- Durable
- Holds approximately 100 pounds of toppings
- Small footprint
- 6 portion sizes available
- Distance between funnel to tray - 4.5” fits average ice cream cup
- Removable tray
- Durable
**Walnut EZ-SERV® XL Double Dispenser**
3.5 Gal. ea, 21"LX9"WX28.3"H  
Item # EZ541

**Walnut EZ-SERV® Triple Dispenser**
1.3 Gal. ea, 21"LX9"WX26"H  
Item # EZ520

**Walnut EZ-SERV® XL Single Dispenser**
3.5 Gal., 9.25"LX9.25"WX28.3"H  
Item # EZ530

**Walnut EZ-SERV® Single Dispenser**
2 Gal., 9"LX9.25"WX28.3"H  
Item # EZ529

**Walnut EZ-SERV® Single Dispenser**
1.3 Gal., 9"LX9.25"WX26"H  
Item # EZ518

**EZ-PRO™ C4L**
1 Gal. ea, 14"LX13W"X22"H  
Item # EZP2760

**EZ-PRO™ C4S**
1 Gal. ea, 13"LX14W"X19"H  
Item # EZP2753

**Stainless EZ-SERV® Double Dispenser**
1.3 Gal. ea, 12"LX13.5"WX26.5"H  
Item # EZ552

**EZ-SERV® Double Dispenser with Stainless Steel, Acrylic Catch Tray**
1.3 Gal. ea., 12"LX13.5"WX26.25"H  
Item # EZ535
EZ-PRO™ 5
1 Gal. ea., 26”LX8W”X21”H
Item # EZP2883

EZ-PRO™ 3
1 Gal. ea., 16”LX8W”X21”H
Item # EZP2135

EZ-PRO™ 2
1 Gal., 10”LX8W”X21”H
Item # EZP2746

EZ-PRO™ T3
1 Gal. ea., 19”LX10W”X16”H
Item # EZS1081

EZ-SERV® 200M (2 Containers)
1.1 Gal. ea., 11”LX8W”X16”H
Item # EZS1074

EZ-SERV® 100M (2 Containers)
1.1 Gal. ea., 11”LX8W”X16”H
Item # EZS1074

EZ-PRO™ H1S
1 Gal., 6”LX8W”X17”H
Item # EZ513

EZ-PRO™ H2S
1 Gal. ea., 9”LX8W”X17”H
Item # EZ514

EZ-PRO™ H3S
1 Gal. ea., 14”LX8W”X17”H
Item # EZ515

EZ-PRO™ H1B
1 Gal., 6”LX8W”X17”H
Item # EZ50199

EZ-PRO™ H2B
1 Gal. ea., 9”LX8W”X17”H
Item # EZ50299

EZ-PRO™ H3B
1 Gal. ea., 14”LX8W”X17”H
Item # EZ50399
1 EZ-PRO™ 1W
1 Gal., 7"LX5W"X15"H
Item # EZ501

2 EZ-PRO™ 3W
1 Gal. ea., 15.5"LX7.75W"X15"H
Item # EZP2906

3 EZ-PRO™ 5W
1 Gal. ea., 26"LX7.75W"X15"H
Item # EZP2890

4 3W Catch Tray
Stainless Steel, 17.8"LX8W"X1.5"H
Item # EZT017

5 5W Catch Tray
Stainless Steel, 29"LX8W"X1.5"H
Item # EZT016

6 Wall Mount XL EZ-SERV® Dispenser
Single, 3.5 Gal., 13"LX13"WX26"H
Item # EZ540

7 Wall Mount EZ-SERV® Dispenser
Single, 2 Gal., 13"LX13"WX26"H
Item # EZ538

8 EZ-SERV® 3SW
0.65 Gal. ea, 17.8"LX7W"X15.25"H
Item # EZ533

9 EZ-SERV® 5SW
0.65 Gal. ea, 29"LX7W"X15.25"H
Item # EZ534

10 EZ-SERV® 1W
1.3 Gal., 6"LX6.5W"X21"H
Item # EZ523

11 EZ-SERV® 2W
1.3 Gal. ea., 12"LX6.5W"X21"H
Item # EZ524

12 EZ-SERV® 3W
1.3 Gal. ea., 17.8"LX6.5W"X21"H
Item # EZ525

13 EZ-SERV® 5W
1.3 Gal, 29"LX6.5W"X21"H
Item # EZ527
D R Y  F O O D
COMMERCIAL
DISPENSERS

www.rosseto.com
P: 847.763.1215   F: 847.763.1218
3600 West Pratt Ave. Lincolnwood IL 60712 USA
contact us by email: info@rosseto.com

Patent numbers: © Rosseto 2011, products are covered by one or more USA & International patents:
6,964,355, 7,703,639 B2, D507,933 S, D616,707 SD615, 558 SD531, 457 S371513-0001, D500, 636 S, D604,106 S and Other USA and International patents pending.